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About This Game

Einlanzer is a full-scale, epic fantasy role-playing game made in the style of a classic 90's JRPG. The story of Einlanzer is deep,
thought-provoking, and emotional, while 5d3b920ae0
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This game will give you a raging nostalgia boner. It plays like the old RPG Maker games we fondly remember, but with a lot
more effort and love put into it than what most RPG Maker games received. Each character has a predetermined class, and you
get to choose one of three subclasses for each. So while each character's play style is partially set in stone, you have the
opportunity to customize them to your playstyle a bit, which is fun. It can be a little rough around the edges in parts (for
example, sometimes, tiles don't transition properly between each other). But that helps to give it some charm, in a way. Can't
comment much on the story, because I haven't gotten terribly far into it yet, but so far it seems alright, but not too exciting. The
dialogue between characters has a lot of flavor and helps bring them to life. TL;DR: very good if you like RPG Maker games
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like I do.. i must say that i really enjoyed this game.it has a nostalgic old school feeling to it.there's action,some comedy and
even some romance in this game.each character has their own personality and with it they also bring their own type of attacks
and speaking of which, this game is a turn based game,if you like final fantasy or dragon quest of old you will feel at home with
this game.the music is also good as the gameplay is .the storyline, has two branches that you must choose to see its endings i
enjoyed this game so much that i have spent 79 hrs playing it.i really enjoyed the battles and the exploration aspect of this game
as well .the only thing that bothered me was the last boss (real boss) it was pretty hard to beat so i had to get help to do so.if you
are a hardcore rpg gamer then this game might be for you because of this boss. anyways, i would like to thank the dev for his
generosity in making this game also for helping my inquiries.its much appreciate it.thank you very much. When this game talks
about how it is inspired by classic JRPGs, it really shows in how both the game is written and stylized. And, overall, I really
enjoyed it as a whole but an informative review has to be informative: The Plot: As of now (I'm at about the midgame slightly
above lvl 30), the plot of the game is easily its weakest point. It might turn you off and while it seems to be building up to
something quite interesting all in all with those races being banished from each other to their specific realms between gods but
so far, the plot is about an evil king and his generals who are turning evil pillaging, stealing and its your job to try and stop them.
Nothing too ridiculous in terms of plot for now basically. The characters: While the plot isn't going to serve you a great meal,
the characters certainly will. Each of the 7 characters I currently can use are both developped in the story and gameplay sense of
the word. There is like. one off the top of my head (Abel) that hasn't received ANY development at all. Though I still have a
ways to go before finishing the game. The gameplay: Oh, this is the game's best aspect and it's great. The game gives you a very
large amount of options and they pratically all have a use to them. The characters each are very varied with their own unique
options and functions. Like, LOTS of options. Your MC, for example, is a berserker, who can, well, turn berserk (duh), but
unlike a lot of other games his ai while berserked is really good and he does tons of damage this way. But wait, how about I use
"Build Rage" to instead use stronger versions of this ability and kill enemies that way, or you could opt out of berserking and
just use him normally, and he STILL works out just fine, then you can subclass him so that he may tank, use spears, or do even
more berserking. This guy is the best damage dealer in the game and he can be built anyway you want and it's all super simple (I
haven't even mentionned equipment which changes the skills that he can use and the stats he specializes in). It's insane, but, this
does come at a cost. I feel like Hard mode is the best way to play the game due to this reason as the game is super satisfying on
Hard Mode (no grinding required on top of it which is nice), but hard mode isn't for everyone as the game is super difficult and
the game doesn't give you all of these options right off the bat, which is probably for the better as there are way too many, but
also doesn't really start with enough options in my opinion. Oh, and the game runs seasonal events which is appreciated. A few
gripes: -I very briefly talked about subclasses, however, they cannot be changed and must be chosen as soon as you get the
character (in the MC's case, before you've even fought, probably also the 2nd character that joins as fighting without her is
almost impossible on Hard Mode). The developper has also confirmed that it is like this for technical reasons.
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